The present experiment had two goals. First, to examine whether a sustained negativity would again be observed for infelicitous scalar quantifiers (in a different language than the previous experiments that used this paradigm); and second, to test the neural processing of a previously untested scale. We thus focused on the <maybe, definitely> scale.
2. Methods. 17 participants provided informed consent and took part in the task. All methods were approved by the IRB of NYU Abu Dhabi, and participants received payment. Each critical trial began with a picture and a question about the picture (see Figure 1 for examples), followed by a fixation point with a random duration (following a normal distribution with mean=500 ms and sd=200 ms), followed by the word maybe, which was either a correct answer to the question (e.g., in the left portion of Figure 1 , the case in which it is not clear whether or not the soda in the pitcher will fit in the cup), a semantically false answer (as in the middle portion of Figure 1 , where it is obvious that the soda will not fit in the cup), or a pragmatically infelicitous answer (as in the right portion of Figure 1 , where it is obvious that the soda will fit in the cup). Fillers followed the same structure but used definitely and definitely not as answers. The correspondence between the extreme pictures and correctness was reversed for half of the trials (e.g., half of the trials asked questions like "Is this too much soda to fit in the cup?" rather than "Will all the soda in this pitcher fit in the cup?"). Five different picture scenarios were used, and all versions of each picture were normed on Mechanical Turk to ensure that participants agreed the "definitely" and "definitely not" versions were obvious and the "maybe" versions were not. The number of trials per condition is shown in EEG and MEG were concurrently recorded while participants viewed the trials. At the end of each trial (after the critical word was on-screen for 800 ms) the participant's task was to indicate whether she agreed or disagreed with the answer (e.g., the word maybe) with respect to the question that had been asked about the picture. EEG data were re-referenced to the average of both mastoids, high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz and epoched from -300 to 1300 ms, baselinecorrected, cleaned for ocular artifacts using ICA, and manually artifact-rejected. Three participants were excluded from the analysis because of excessive artifacts.
Results.
Behaviorally, participants indicated they agreed with 79.85% of the correct answers, 29.85% of the pragmatically infelicitous answers, and 15.91% of the semantically incorrect answers. The differences between all pairs of conditions were significant (ps < .001) in a generalized linear mixed-effects model. Figure 2 . ERP results at electrode CP2. Ribbons represent ±2 SE. Figure 2 shows the ERPs at electrode CP2. In the N400 time window, semantic violations elicited an N400 relative to correct trials, which was significant at α = .05 both in ANOVA on the mean amplitude of the time window and in non-parametric spatiotemporal clustering. In this same window, pragmatic violations appear to elicit an N400 relative to correct trials, although this effect is marginal in the time window ANOVA and non-significant in spatiotemporal clustering. The semantic and pragmatic violations did not differ in this time window.
In a late time window (1000-1200 ms after the appearance of the critical word, and thus 200-400 ms after the appearance of the overt judgment prompt), the pragmatic violations (relative to correct trials) elicited a right-posterior negativity in both the spatiotemporal clustering and ANOVA analyses, whereas the semantic violations elicited only a left-anterior positivity, and only in the ANOVA analysis. In this time window, semantic and pragmatic violations significantly differed from one another when compared directly in the ANOVA analysis, although not in the spatiotemporal clustering analysis.
4. Discussion. The present experiment was an attempt to replicate the sustained negativities observed for pragmatic violations in Politzer-Ahles et al. (2013) using the <maybe, definitely> scale rather than the <some, all> scale. While a late negativity was indeed elicited, it was much later and weaker than what was seen in the previous studies; furthermore, the pragmatic violations showed a trend towards eliciting an N400-like effect, which was not observed in the previous studies. Methodologically, the present study differed from the previous studies in that the critical word was presented in isolation (as the one-word answer to a question) rather than embedded within a sentence, and this study used a smaller amount of visual contexts, each of which was repeated several times.
As the results are somewhat equivocal, it would be valuable to compare some and maybe within one experiment, using the exact same paradigm. If differences were still observed, what might they mean? First of all, the picture-sentence verification task may induce non-linguistic processing differences between maybe and some. For example, a participant can easily see whether some and all are true in a picture, whereas evaluating the truth of maybe requires mentalizing possible events. Secondly, there may also be linguistic differences that influence how the respective scalar implicatures are processed. For instance, intuition suggests that the "not definitely" interpretation of maybe is less easy to cancel than the "not all" interpretation of some. Likewise, some and maybe may differ in terms of the number and nature of relative alternatives (i.e., other numeral quantifiers, other adverbs).
In summary, the results suggest some interesting differences between the processing of some and maybe, but more importantly they highlight the need for controlled studies comparing the two within the same paradigm.
